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RINGKASAN: Gas semulajadi semakin giat digunakan sebagai bahan api alternatif 
di dalam industri pengangkutan, tetapi di Malaysia, penggunaan kenderaan yang 
menggunakan gas semulajadi adalah agak terhad. Dalam konteks ini, sebuah kajian 
industri telah dijalankan di Kuala Lumpur untuk meneliti penggunaan gas semulajadi 
di dalam industri pengangkutan. Selain daripada itu, analisis ekonomi juga dijalankan 
dengan hasrat untuk mengenalpasti faedah ekonomi yang diperolehi dari penggunaan 
kenderaan gas semulajadi. Faedah ekonomi tersebut bergantung kepada faktor-faktor 
yang antara lainnya ialah jenis enjin (petrol atau diesel), saiz kenderaan (penggunaan 
ringan, penggunaan sederhana atau penggunaan berat), saiz kumpulan dan jumlah 
batu perjalanan tahunan. Sebuah formula matematik telah dirumuskan untuk 
menganalisis manfaat ekonomi yang dihasilkan daripada penggunaan gas semulajadi 
sebagai bahan api alternatif di Malaysia. Hasil yang diperolehi oleh kajian industri 
menunjukkan bahawa penjimatan kos tahunan sebanyak - 47% dan - 37% dapat 
diperolehi akibat daripada pengubahsuaian dari petrol ke gas semulajadi dan diesel 
ke gas semulajadi masing-masing. Faktor utama yang mempengaruhi kos kendalian 
atau manfaat ekonomi akibat dari pengubahsuaian kenderaan untuk menggunakan 
gas semulajadi juga dibincangkan. Kajian analisis ekonomi untuk kenderaan yang 
menggunakan gas semulajadi telah menunjukkan justifikasi pengenalan penggunaan 
gas semulajadi sebagai bahan api alternatif. 

ABSTRACT: Natural gas (NG) is used very favourably as an alternative fuel in the 
transportation industries world wide, however in Malaysia the usage of natural gas 
vehicle (NGV) appears to be limited. An industrial survey was conducted in the federal 
capital Kuala Lumpur to examine the use of NG in the transportation industries. An 
economic analysis of using NGV was also carried out. The economic benefits of using 
natural gas as a vehicle fuel is dependent on factors such as engine type (petrol or 
.diesel), vehicle size (light-duty, medium-duty, or heavy duty), fleet size and annual 
mileage. A mathematical formula has been derived to analyse the economic of using 
NG as an alternate fuel in Malaysia. Results of the survey indicated that an estimated 
annual saving cost of - 47% and - 37% could be attained when converting to natural 
gas from petrol and diesel respectively. The main factors affecting the economics of 
operating converted vehicles on NG are also discussed. The economic analysis of NGV 
has been shown to justify the introduction of natural gas as an alternative fuel. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The use of natural gas vehicles (NGV) throughout the world has increased at a steady pace in 

recent years mainly due to the following factors (Jeffrey, 2000): 

• The availability of relatively cheap (compared to petrol or diesel) natural gas; 

• The availability of natural gas resources in the country; 

• The growing concern for the environment, air pollution and public health. Vehicle emission 

has been identified as the major source contributing to the greenhouse effect resulting in 

global warming (Nylund & Lawson, 2000). 

About 0.18% of the world's transport fleet is now fuelled on natural gas (NG). There are 

approximately 1.2 million NGVs on the road out of 650-million world vehicle population (IANGV, 

2000). Some international markets have taken a bold step in their move to encourage the use 

of more NGVs such as in the USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Sweden and 

Italy. Others are slower but are progressing. The reasons for the slow progress of the NGV 

market are attributed mainly to economics and particularly the initial cost of the vehicle (typically 

higher than the conventional fuelled vehicles) and also the cost involved in setting up 

compressed natural gas (CNG) refuelling station. 

Natural gas as a vehicle fuel has a long and established record in Europe, Canada, New 

Zealand, Australia and USA. For instance, Argentina being at the fore front of the NGV league 

has 462, 186 NGVs and is converting more than 3,000 vehicles a month and has over 800 . 

fuelling stations in operation or under development. Italy has been using NGV since mid-

1930's and now has about 320,000 NGVs (mostly commuter vehicles) on the road with a 

network of 320 CNG fuelling stations (mostly public stations) in the country. Russja has about 

30,000 NGVs and a fuelling network of some 208 stations. More recently, Venezuela has 

developed a national NGV programme and is in the progress of vehicle conversion and installing 

more than 150 fuelling stations in various parts of the country (INGVA 2000). 

To date, Canada has about 20,505 vehicles converted to natural gas, and the Canadian · 

government supports the NGV program by creating a number of incentives such as cash 

incentives for fleets that convert their vehicles, etc. In the USA there are now about 90,000 

vehicles fuelled by NG (INGVA 2000). NGVs have been in use since the late 1960s, however, 

comparative prices with gasoline and state-of-the-art technologies are only now making natural 

gas economically and technologically competitive with petrol powered vehicles. 

The development and the use of NG Vs in Asia, on the other hand, have been. relatively slow 

if compared to some of the developed nations. Asian countries like India, China, Japan, 

Indonesia and Pakistan have recently started to develop NG technology. For example, in 

India there are about 10,000 vehicles fuelled by NG, followed by China about 6,000 vehicles, 
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Japan about 5,684 vehicles, Pakistan 4,000 vehicles, and Indonesia 3,000 vehicles (ANGVA 
2000). 

In Malaysia, NG has been used primarily as an alternative fuel for commercial vehicles, mainly 
taxis. In 1986, at Kerteh Trengganu, Petronas launched the NGV pilot program which involved 
the conversion of about 21 vehicles and the construction of one CNG refuelling station . The 
success of the pilot programme had inspired Petronas to introduce the NGV Commercial 
Program (NGVP) in 1991 (Baharuddin et al., 1993; Blythe, 2000). As such, taxi model Proton 
1.5s ORIENT 8-valves and MAGMA 12-valves engines were introduced into the market 
(Baharuddin et al., 1993). The NGVP targeted to convert about 1, 100 conventional petrol 
vehicles by the year 1993 (Baharuddin et al., 1993), however today there are about 3, 700 
NGVs with about 18 refuelling stations in Malaysia (ANGVA 2000). 

The objective of the present paper is to present an overview of the current status of the NGV 
development in Malaysia. To achieve this, an industrial survey was carried out among NGV 
taxi drivers to get a better insight of customer perception in order to predict the future prospects 
of NGV in Malaysia. 

NATURAL GAS RESERVES 

World Reserve 

World natural gas consumption continues to grow, increasing its market share of total primary 
energy consumption. In the International Energy Outlook 2000 (IE02000) (EIA, 2000a) , natural 
gas remains the fastest growing component of world energy consumption. Over the IE02000 
forecast period from 1997 to 2020, gas use is projected to more than double in the reference 
case, reaching 167 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) in 2020 from the 1997 level of 82 trillion cubic feet 
(EIA, 1997). 

Over the 1997-2020 period, the role of natural gas in energy use is projected to increase in all 
regions except the Middle East and Africa, where its share remains relatively stable. The 
developing countries of Asia and of South and Central America will see the strongest growth 
rates in gas demand. Large incremental increases are also projected for industrialized countries, 
including the United States, and for the former Soviet Union (EIA, 2000a). 

As shown in Table 1, the world NG reserves were estimated at 5, 146 trillion cubic feet. The 
former Soviet Union, in particular, accounts for around 6 per cent of world oil reserves but 
nearly 40 per cent of proven gas reserves, most of which (33 per cent of world reserves) is 
located in the Russian Federation . The Russian reserves are the largest in the world, more 
than double the second-largest reserve volume in Iran. Gas reserves are also more widely 
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distributed than oil reserves within the Middle East, where Qatar, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and the 

United Arab Emirates all have significant gas volumes (see Table 1 ). Reserve-to-production 

(R/P) ratios exceed 100 years in the Middle East and Africa and are next highest in the former 

Soviet Union at 83.4 years. South and Central America also has a high ratio (71.5 years), but 

in North America and Europe RIP ratios are relatively low at 11.4 years and 18.3 years, 

respectively. The R/P average for natural gas in the world is 63.4 years, compared with 41 

years for oil (WLRP, 1999). 

Table 1. World natural gas reserves by country as of January 1, 2000 (WLRP, 1999) 

Country Reserves (Tel} Percentage of World Total (%) 

World 5,146 100.0 

Top 20 Countries 4,571 88.8 

Russian Federation 1,700 33.0 

Iran 812 15.8 

Qatar 300 5.8 

United Arab Emirates 212 4.1 

Saudi Arabia 204 4.0 

United States 164 3.2 

Algeria 160 3.1 

Venezuela 143 2.8 

Nigeria 124 2.4 

Iraq 110 2.1 

Turkmenistan 101 2.0 

Malaysia 82 1.6 

Indonesia 72 1.4 

Uzbekistan 66 1.3 

Kazakhstan 65 1.3 

Canada 64 1.2 

Netherlands 63 1.2 

Kuwait 52 1.0 

China 48 0.9 

Mexico 30 0.6 

Rest of the world 575 11.0 
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Natural Gas in Malaysia 

Malaysia contains about 82 Tcf of NG proven reserves. NG production has been rising steadily 

in recent years, reaching 1.44 Tcf in 1998, up from 1.36 Tcf in 1997. NG consumption in 1998 

was estimated at 0.70 Tcf, with NG exports of 0.72 Tcf (mostly to Japan, South Korea, and 

Taiwan) (EIA, 2000b). 

One of the most active areas in Malaysia for gas exploration and development is the Malaysia

Thailand Joint Development Area (JOA) . It is located at the lower part of the Gulf of Thailand 

and governed by the Malaysia-Thailand Joint Authority (MT JA). The MTJA was established 

by the two governments for joint exploration through a partnership between Petronas and 

Triton Energy Ltd. In November 1999, construction of the gas pipelines had started, linking 

the JOA to a processing plant in Songkla, Thailand, and a pipeline linking the Thai and Malaysian 

gas grids. However, the agreement has been delayed due to uncertainty over demand growth 

related to the Asian financial crisis. Gas production of 390 Mmcf/d will begin in mid-2002 (EIA, 

2000b). 

Malaysia accounted for approximately 18% of total world liquefied natural gas (LNG) exports 

in 1998 (EIA, 2000b). After a brief economic turmoil related to the Asian financial crisis, demand 

for LNG is rising again. After much delay, Malaysia is proceeding with a long-planned expansion 

of its Bintulu LNG complex in Sarawak. In February 2000, Petronas signed a contract with a 

consortium headed by Kellogg Brown and Root for construction of the MLNG Tiga facility, with 

. two LNG liquefaction trains and a total capacity of 7.6 million metric tons (370 Bcf) per year. 

The Bintulu facility as a whole will then be the largest LNG liquefaction center in the world, 

with a total capacity of 23 million metric tons per year (1.1 Tcf) (EIA, 2000b) . 

Malaysia holds the world NG reserves of about 1.6%, and is the largest NG producer in South 

East Asia region. Malaysia has about 82 Tcf of NG reserves (WLRP, 1999). As such this 

should serve as an incentive for further growth of NGVs in Malaysia. 

- in Malaysia, Petronas is spear heading the Malaysian NGV industry development. In the 

interim, Petronas primary focus is to convert commercial vehicles, particularly the petrol and 

_ diesel taxi to NGV taxi. As at January 2000, there are fifteen public CNG refuelling stations 

and two private stations. Malaysia has about 3,700 bi-fuel vehicles operating on CNG with 

90% being taxis and the balance being forklifts and airport tractors (IANGV 2000). In addition, 

via a joint venture with Proton and Renault, Petronas have about 1,000 dedicated CNG taxis 

operating in the country. It is envisaged that the NGV transit bus program will soon be 

implemented in Putrajaya (Abdullah, 2000). 
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INDUSTRIAL SURVEY OF USING CNG IN MALAYSIA 

Economics of Natural Gas 

The main demand for using natural gas as an alternative to petrol or diesel is likely to come 

from commercial operators. However, the government must be persuaded that it is in the 

national interest before they will provide the support needed for a national system. The national 

benefits of converting to natural gas may be different from those seen by a commercial 

organisation. It is therefore useful to carry out analysis from the national economic point of 

view as well as the financial viewpoint of an individual operator. 

When making a national economic analysis, the principal differences as compared with the 

commercial approach are summarised as follows (Raine et al., 1987): 

(i) The value of compressed natural gas is taken as the opportunity cost of gas (when 

supply is in excess of demand); 

(ii) Indirect taxes are deducted from vehicle conversion costs; 

(iii) Petrol or diesel savings are measured in terms of the net reduction in oil imports and in 

refinery cost savings rather than petrol's or diesel 's market price; 

(iv) Only the marginal changes in petrol or diesel and CNG distribution costs are included 

in the analysis. 

It is the cost of gas that presents the greatest difficulty in any analysis. The differences in _ 

approach and in final result between countries and between economists are such as to suggest 

that the best plan for the assessment to be made in any analysis is to assign a range of values 

that will give a picture of the sensitivity of the economics to the cost. 

At present, in Malaysia, an equivalent (on an energy content basis), one litre of natural gas 

currently (as at October 2000) costs RM0.565 compared to petrol which cost RM1 .20 and 

diesel which cost RM0.70 per liter respectively. In the past, CNG prices have always been 

stable compared to other fuels. This in turn would generate cost savings to the NG users. 

The main factors that will affect the economics of operating a converted vehicle or fleet on _ 

CNG, apart from the cost of CNG and the fuel that is being replaced are summarised as 

follows: 

(i) Annual fuel consumption - whether plans for converting vehicles to CNG are made at a 

national, fleet or individual level, it is essential that high mileage, high fuel consumption 

vehicles are given priority. The saving made after conversion is proportional to the fuel 

consumed, or the product of distance travelled and the fuel consumption over a given 

distance (e.g. litres/100 km) ; 
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(ii) Capital cost of conversion - this cost is made up of three main items: cylinders, conversion 
kit and labour. The high cost of cylinders makes it essential to exercise careful judgement 
in selecting the number of cylinders to be installed; 

· (iii) Maintenance cost of converted vehicles - which may include changing of air-filter, spark 
plugs, engine oil and periodic inspection of installations such as regulators or for cylinder; 

(iv) Availability or access to CNG refuelling station across the country; 

(v) The cost incurred in setting up a refuelling station and its associated maintenance cost ; 

(vi) The performance aspect of the converted vehicle which may include power output, 
efficiency, peak combustion pressure, exhaust temperature, etc. (Shamsuddin & Yusaf, 
1995); 

(vii) Conversion mode and the fraction of original fuel used after conversion, e.g.: 
(a) Dedicated vehicle: a vehicle designed originally to run only on natural gas. 
(b) Bi-fuel vehicle: a converted vehicle which can run on either natural gas or petrol. 

Many are designed to switch automatically when the natural gas fuel tank reaches 
empty. 

(c) Dual fuel vehicle: a converted vehicle that runs either on diesel fuel only, or diesel 
fuel and natural gas simultaneously. In a dual-fuel vehicle, the combustion of the 
diesel fuel serves to ignite the natural gas. 

In order to obtain a general perception and feedback of the use of NG as an alternative fuel in 
Malaysia, it was decided to conduct a small industrial survey. The survey was done on one 
hundred NGV taxi owners at the Petronas NGV station in KLCC (Kuala Lumpur City Centre). 
To assist in the calculation for the direct savings from operating either a dedicated gas or 
bi-fuel or dual-fuel mode vehicle, equation (1) was derived in the present study as a function 
of distance travelled, vehicle fuel consumption and basic maintenance. The latter refers to 

· essential service only such as engine system check and tuning, changing of air-filter, spark 
plug and engine oil. 

s 

savings in [RM/year] 
distance travelled [km] 
the original fuel consumption before conversion [litre/km] 
cost of the original fuel (diesel or petrol) [RM/litre] 
maintenance cost of the engine before conversion [RM/year] 
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CNG NG fuel consumption [litre/km] 

P NG cost of NG [RM/litre] 

MNG maintenance cost of NGV [RM/year] 

It should be noted that the fuel consumption and maintenance cost can differ significantly 

according to the engine type and fuel used (e.g. diesel or petrol). Thus it is vital to note the 

difference between fuel consumption and maintenance requirement before using NG and 

after converting to NG in order to judge the economic of using NG compared to petrol or 

diesel. 

Tables 2 and 3 show the information that has been gathered from the survey based on the 

annual fuel consumption and annual maintenance cost for commercial Proton taxis. 

Table 2. Estimated annual consumption for three different vehicles 

Fuel Type Petrol Diesel CNG * 

Distance travelled per year 50,000 km 50,000 km 50,000 km 

Car model Proton lswara Proton Wira Proton lswara 

Engine capacity (litres) 1.5 2.0 1.5 

Fuel consumption @ 90km/h 0.052 litres/km 0.070 litres/km 0.052 litres/km •• 

Annual consumption 2600 litres 3500 litres 2600 litres•• 

Fuel price as of October 2000 RM1 .20/litre RMO. 70/litre RM0.565/litre 

*can either be bi-fuel or dual-fuel mode 

**estimated values 

Table 3. Estimated annual maintenance cost (RM) for different mode vehicles 

No. Components Petrol Bi-fuel Diesel Dual-fuel 
(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) 

1. Engine oil (15W to 45W) 152 114 152 114 

2. Engine oil filter 56 42 56 42 

3. Spark plug 72 90 - -

4. Air filter 60 60 60 60 

5. Battery water 8 8 8 8 

6. Labour charges 100 100 100 100 

Estimated Total Cqst 448 414 376 324 
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By using equation (1) the estimated annual savings per year based upon the data presented 
in Tables 2 and 3 are thus computed as follows: 

For conversion of petrol to NG (bi-fuel mode), the estimated annual saving: 

S 50,000 x ([0.052 x 1.20] - [0.052 x 0.565]) + (448 - 414) 

:. S = RM1685 

For conversion of diesel to NG (dual-fuel mode), the estimated annual saving: 

S 50,000 x ([0.070 x 0.70]- [0.052 x 0.565]) + (376 - 324) 

:. S = RM1033 

Given the parameters required to estimate the direct savings achieved by using CNG as an 
alternative fuel, an economic analysis was made. Although the calculation shown above is 
only an estimate, however, the result clearly indicate that there is a definite annual saving by 
converting either from diesel or petrol to natural gas. 

In addition as shown in Table 4, based on the present industrial survey, the annual expenditure 
in using NG is thus estimated to be - 47% less when compared to petrol arid - 37% less when 
compared to diesel fuel. Further savings could be realised since by using NG the life span of 
the engine can possibly be prolonged due to the clean combustion (Shamsuddin & Yusaf, 
1995). 

Table 4. Comparison of the total running cost for different vehicles with respect to fuel used. 

Components Petrol Bi-fuel Diesel Dual-fuel 
(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) 

Fuel consumption cost per year 3,120 1,469 2,450 1,469 

Maintenance cost per year 448 414 376 324 

Total running cost 3,568 1,883 2,826 1,793 

END USERS FEEDBACK 

The outcome of the industrial survey on the feedback of the customers is summarised in 
Table 5. The information furnished by the respondents is very educational and there are enough 
indications as to the general nature of the NG usage as an alternate fuel in Malaysia. 
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Table 5. Summary of the feedback obtained based on the survey carried 
out on one hundred NGV users in the federal capital Kuala Lumpur 

Survey Choice & Answers Results(%) 

Pricing of the fuel Expensive 1 

Cheap 99 

Performance Low RPM Good 35 

Poor 65 

High RPM Good 38 

Poor 62 

Coverage of refill network Satisfied 23 

Dissatisfied 65 

Very Poor 12 

Safety Aspect Excellent 15 

Satisfied 81 

Dissatisfied 4 

Pricing of the car Very reasonable 4 

Satisfied 96 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In order to boost the NGV development in Malaysia, the advantage of NG should be well 

promoted, for example through the media, campaign and seminars. Besides promotion, the 

Government can play a very important role to encourage the usage of NG through providing 

cash incentives to users or oil companies. For example, lower taxes could be imposed on 

vehicles that use NG as fuel compared to conventional fuelled vehicles. This, in turn would 

encourage the public to use converted vehicles which at present is only popular among taxi 

owners. Tax rebates should also be given to companies that use NG as engine fuel. 

The cost to convert the conventional vehicle to NGV is estimated at about RM2,800 (Abdullah, 

2000) . Even though the cost of converting is relatively low, many users do not choose NGV 

because of the poor CNG refuelling coverage in Malaysia. The number of CNG refuelling 

station should be increased to meet the projected future demand, failing which will only 

decelerate the development and usage of NGV in the country. Another factor which must be 

given a serious consideration is the design of NGV which currently is based on the European 

standard which may not be suitable for the Malaysia environment. Thus, research and 

development should be further enhanced and carried out in collaboration with local research 

institutions to improve the efficiency of NGVs in Malaysia. 
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Air pollution is a global concern and as such Malaysia being one of the largest automobile 

manufacturer in Asian, the consumption of conventional fuel such as diesel and petrol would 

significantly contribute to air pollution in this country. Thus, the use of natural gas would in a 

way provide a solution to reduce air pollution. In addition, with the increased development in 

NGV this will help us to use our resources well because Malaysia is in the top 12 ranking 

world NG reserves. 

The results obtained in the present study showed that significant savings can be achieved 

when using NG, i.e. - 47% and - 33% in savings can be attained when compared to petrol 

and diesel respectively. The saving in cost is a good enough reason for users to consider the 

use of NGV. 

In conclusion, there are many exciting new possibilities for the development of NGV and the 

use of natural gas as an alternative fuel in the transportation industry in Malaysia. More research 

should be embarked in this field before it can be fully exploited. Typically, when a new idea is 

put forward, it takes a very long time to disseminate the information to the public and in addition, 

there is a learning curve effect that will take time to overcome despite initial government or 

popular enthusiasm for NGVs. 
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